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Joomla! For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009

	With its pre-coded modules, open source Joomla! is popular for building interactive Web sites without writing code. This Web site design tool lets you build sites with discussions, polling, RSS feeds, picture submissions, shopping carts, and a lot more, quickly and easily and the quickest, easiest way to learn how to use it is Joomla! For...
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Architecture Principles: The Cornerstones of Enterprise Architecture (The Enterprise Engineering Series)Springer, 2011

	When enterprise architects try to explain to people who are not enterprise architects what it is they do for a living, they almost invariably resort to using an analogy with the architecture of buildings, and describe enterprise architecture as a ‘kind of blueprint’. While this analogy may be helpful in conveying a general sense...
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HDInsight EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Tap your unstructured Big Data and empower your business using the Hadoop distribution from Windows


	Overview

	
		Architect a Hadoop solution with a modular design for data collection, distributed processing, analysis, and reporting
	
		Build a multi-node Hadoop cluster on Windows servers

...
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Secret Recipes of the Python Ninja: Over 70 recipes that uncover powerful programming tactics in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by...
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Quantum Cosmology and Baby UniversesWorld Scientific Publishing, 1991
Quantum gravity is notoriously a subject where problems vastly outnumber results. This is no surprise at short distances, on the order of the Planck length, where most of us expect quantum fluctuations in the metric to cause space-time itself to lose its meaning and gravity to be subsumed (along with the other so-called fundamental interactions)...
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The PC Doctor's Fix It Yourself GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2004
If you are reading this, you probably have a computer. If I’m right and you do, then there’s a very good chance that it’s important to you, either personally or professionally, or both. Another thing I can safely assume is that you probably know what it feels like when your computer goes wrong.

Computers are all around...
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The Art of XSD - SQL Server XML schemasRed gate, 2009

	When information is exchanged in XML format, there needs to be an agreement between the sender and receiver about the structure and content of the XML document. An XSD (XML Schema Definition Language) Schema can be used to enforce this contract and validate the XML data being exchanged and, given that a lot of applications exchange...
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15 Dangerously Mad Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	UNLEASH YOUR INNER MAD SCIENTIST!


	"Wonderful. I learned a lot reading the detailed but easy to understand instructions."--BoingBoing


	This wickedly inventive guide explains how to design and build 15 fiendishly fun electronics projects. Filled with photos and illustrations, 15 Dangerously Mad Projects for...
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Customized Implementation of European Union Food Safety Policy: United in Diversity? (International Series on Public Policy)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		
			“As a Journal Editor for over twenty-five years, I have read a lot about the European Union. I am often asked, 'what are the major gaps in EU research?' My answer is always 'implementation'. Eva Thomann's book makes a major contribution to EU implementation studies. She brings really fresh thinking to...
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The Project Management Advisor: 18 Major Project Screw-Ups, and How to Cut Them off at the PassFT Press, 2004

	This is the eBook version of the printed book.


	This is your complete, hands-on guide to saving projects in trouble. 


	Drawing on 20 years of frontline project management experience, Lonnie Pacelli identifies the 18 most pervasive causes of project failure: their causes, early warning signs, and how to fix them...
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Suse Linux Integration Guide for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2000
This redbook will help you install, tailor and configure the SuSE Linux 7.0 distribution on different servers of the xSeries and Netfinity class. You will be instructed on how to do the basic installation, and installing and configuring different services such as Apache (http-Server), Samba (Fileserver for Windows-based networks), and Postfix (an...
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Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist, Second Edition: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWLMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Since the first edition of Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist came out in June 2008, we have been
	encouraged by the reception the book has received. Practitioners from a wide variety of industries—
	health care, energy, environmental science, life sciences, national intelligence, and publishing, to name
	a few—have told...
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